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Celebrate a very hatchy birthday with this sticker story
based on the coolest collectible toys, Hatchimals! In this
interactive story, Hatchimals fans can join in the birthday
fun by decorating each page with the adorable stickers
provided at the back of the book. Young readers will
enjoy following the festivities as Hatchimals of all kinds
help prepare for the party and sing "Hatchy Birthday to
You!"
It's holiday time, and the Hatchimals want to play! Come
and join the fun in this sticker activity book with over 400
stickers. Help a Penguala fly home to Polar Paradise,
learn to draw a Draggle and use your stickers to decide
which new Hatchimals have hatched today. This book
also contains exclusive collector cards!
Renowned biblical sleuth and scholar Richard Elliot
Friedman reveals the first work of prose literature in the
world-a 3000-year-old epic hidden within the books of
the Hebrew Bible. Written by a single, masterful author
but obscured by ancient editors and lost for millennia,
this brilliant epic of love, deception, war, and redemption
is a compelling account of humankind's complex
relationship with God. Friedman boldly restores this
prose masterpiece-the very heart of the Bible-to the
extraordinary form in which it was originally written.
New York Times bestseller! The Atlas Obscura
Explorer’s Guide for the World’s Most Adventurous Kid
is a thrilling expedition to 100 of the most surprising,
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mysterious, and weird-but-true places on earth. For
curious kids, this is the chance to embark on the journey
of a lifetime—and see how faraway countries have more
in common than you might expect! Hopscotch from
country to country in a chain of connecting attractions:
Explore Mexico’s glittering cave of crystals, then visit the
world’s largest cave in Vietnam. Peer over a 355-foot
waterfall in Zambia, then learn how Antarctica’s Blood
Falls got their mysterious color. Or see mysterious
mummies in Japan and France, then majestic ice caves
in both Argentina and Austria. As you climb mountains,
zip-line over forests, and dive into oceans, this book is
your passport to a world of hidden wonders, illuminated
by gorgeous art.
This eggcellent collection of hilarious Hatchimals jokes is
sure to have you and your friends cracking up! Inside this
egg-shaped book you'll find hundreds of eggceptional
jokes about your favourite Hatchimals and their
Hatchtopia hang-outs. So crack open the book and get
ready to start giggling!
Discover the magical world of Hatchimals in this eggciting story based on the bestselling toy! With their
glittery wings and sense of adventure, it's always a fun
day with Hatchimals. Join siblings Ava and Oliver as they
journey to Hatchtopia with their own Hatchimals, Pippi
the Penguala and Duke the Draggle. Now every child
can explore this enchanted place full of wonder and
surprises!
This must-have Beanie Boo collector's guide is full of fun
facts and insider information about all 200+ plush Boos.
Hatchimals fans can explore Hatchtopia while getting to
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know their favorite characters with this activity book and
comes with a sticker sheet complete with adorable
characters and collector cards that offer even more
Hatchimals fun once the activities are done. Full color.
Consumable.
A one-of-a-kind miniature replica of the Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry for fans and collectors of Harry
Potter and J. K. Rowling's Wizarding World. Kit includes: 4 x
3-inch molded collectible replica of the Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry, with flickering light feature 16-page
sticker book with 8 Hogwarts-related full-color photographs
from the Harry Potter films
This is Charles Darwin's chronicle of his five-year journey,
beginning in 1831, around the world as a naturalist on the
H.M.S. Beagle.
The must-have book for raising your Hatchimal! Record all
your Hatchling's magical moments, learn more about its
moods, and discover all the secrets about how best to look
after your new little friend. This journal combines fill-in content
with tons of top tips on raising a Hatchimal, and it will take
you through every step of their journey from egg to kid stage.
The perfect book for Hatchimals fans!
Pete the Cat loves math. When he sees that his friend Tom is
having trouble adding and subtracting, Pete has an idea to
make learning fun! But will it all add up when their teacher
checks their answers?
Meet the Beanie Boos -- colorful, plush toys with adorable big
eyes! This storybook includes facts about the top 20 Beanie
Boos, plus a sheet of stickers.
The Internet of Toys (IoToys) is a developing market within
our Internet of Things (IoT) ecosystem. This book examines
the rise of internet-connected toys and aims to anticipate the
opportunities and risks of IoToys before their widespread
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diffusion. Contributors to this volume each provide a critical
analysis of the design, production, regulation, representation
and consumption of internet-connected toys. In order to
address the theoretical, methodological and policy questions
that arise from the study of these new playthings, and
contextualise the diverse opportunities and challenges that
IoToys pose to educators, families and children themselves,
the chapters engage with notions of mediatization,
datafication, robotification, connected and post-digital play.
This timely engagement with a key transformation in
children’s play will appeal to all readers interested in
understanding the social uses and consequences of IoToys,
and primarily to researchers and students in children and
media, early childhood studies, media and communications,
sociology, education, social psychology, law and design.
Meet the Smooshy Mushy squad in this official handbook that
contains fun facts about all the latest collectible characters,
plus an awesome poster! Discover why the sweet-scented
and oh, so squishy Smooshy Mushys are the hottest
collectibles around! Welcome to Smooshyville, where the pets
have mischief on their minds! When the town goes to sleep,
the animal residents of the local pet shelter sneak out and
meet up with their besties from Smooshy Mushy Industries.
From donuts to pancakes to French fries, the Smooshies'
fabulous and foodilicious besties are always ready to share a
smile or an adventure. In this 100% official guide, get to know
each and every Smooshy Pet from series 1-5 along with
hilarious fun facts! Plus, use the collector's checklist to mark
each character you find. An exclusive, must-have collector's
poster adds to the fun! With hundreds of Smooshy Mushy
characters bursting with sweetness, which ones will capture
your heart?
Solve clever clues in over 100 mind-bending puzzles
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This complete guide to the Hatchimals Colleggtibles
features every single little Hatchimal out there. Fans
of the collectible toys can find out more about each
of the characters, learn about their magical world,
and keep track of their collection with the
comprehensive collector's list. Also includes
exclusive collector cards!
The must-have Beanie Boos collector's guide. This
cute and cuddly guidebook is full of fun facts and
insider information about all 200+ Beanie Boos.
Learn what Dotty the multicoloured leopard does in
her spare time and what Gilbert the giraffe eats for
breakfast. Filled with colour pictures and super stats
of these big-eyed beauties, this guidebook is perfect
for anyone starting their own colourful collection.
The Shopkins(TM) remain one of the hottest
collectible toys around! There are cute fruits, tasty
treats, fabulous footwear, and more. With hundreds
of characters to collect, there's never a reason not to
shop! The third edition of this essential collector's
guide includes all the fun facts and tidbits about the
latest Shopkins(TM) characters, including new
content for Season 5 and 6.
Meet Shopkins(TM) -- the newest collectable craze!
Now available in ebook! Shopkins(TM) are the
hottest new collectible toy! Each fun figurine looks
like a miniature grocery store product. There are
cute fruits, tasty treats, adorable beauty products,
and more. There are more than 140 Shopkins to
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collect in Season 1, and Season 2 of Shopkins will
launch in Spring 2015. This Ultimate Collector's
Guide is the essential handbook for every Shopkins
fan! Learn about Apple Blossom, Strawberry Kiss,
Cheeky Chocolate, and their friends. This book
contains all the Shopkins from Seasons 1 and 2,
including rare and special editions. Plus, it comes
with a cool collector's checklist. So grab your cart
and collect them all--because once you shop, you
can't stop!
Crack into this magical chapter-book series based
on Hatchimals, the best-selling toy! Ava and Oliver
are back in Hatchtopia, where the Hatchimals are
excited for a fantastic fireworks display. The problem
is, all of Hatchtopia has suddenly become frosty and
cold, and the fireworks display can't happen unless
it's sunny! And since Wishing Star Waterfall has
frozen over, no one can wish away the snow either.
Follow along as Ava and Oliver search for a way to
melt the waterfall and end their visit with a bang!
This book also contains exclusive collector cards
featuring four fun CollEGGtibles!
Muchas Gracias Maria is a children's picturebook
written by Luke Lowenfield and illustrated by Hal
Marcus. The story features the relationship between
Maria and her grandson, who is celebrating his
birthday. Maria lives in Juarez, Mexico, and brings
the festive traditions her country across the border
into El Paso, Texas, to make the young boy's
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birthday his best one ever. The original artwork of
Hal Marcus fills the pages and invites readers to
experience the bright, happy, and lively borderland
of the El Paso-Juarez region. This book celebrates
the union of two cultures and the joys of
multigenerational relationships.
"Discover all you need to know about the sensational
Black Panther! With key themes and storylines,
detailed character studies, and an in-depth look at
the most iconic comics." -"Jo's pioneering 'spaced soothing' technique is a
failsafe method that teaches babies to enjoy their
sleep and empowers parents to understand their
babies better." - Made for Mums Baby Secrets will
guide you through the early weeks of your baby's life
and take you into the blissful world of nighttime
peace. Help your baby to find a calmer night time
routine through a unique and proven method of
intermittent soothing. Unlock top maternity nurse and
sleep expert Jo Tantum's secrets, just as Barbara
Want did when she gave birth to twins and found
herself completely unprepared. You too can begin a
happy, flexible routine based on your baby's natural
patterns. Discover: · The secrets of sleeping through
the night · How to cope with more than one · How to
calm their crying · Simple feeding routines · Flexible
nap times This is the ultimate first-time-parenting
guide, covering all aspects of caring for your baby.
Jo's approach is warm, empowering for you as a
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parent and easy to follow and, as Barbara will testify,
it works!
Written in thirteen days in 1564 by the renowned
Elizabethan magus, Dr. John Dee, The Hieroglyphic
Monad explains his discovery of the monas, or unity,
underlying the universe as expressed in a hieroglyph, or
symbol. Dee called The Hieroglyphic Monad a "magical
parable" based on the Doctrine of Correspondences
which lies at the heart of all magical practice and is the
key to the hermetic quest. Through careful meditation
and study of the glyph, its secrets may be slowly
revealed.
Make some egg-shell-ent new friends with this fun,
colourful guide to all the newest additions to Hatchtopia.
Tigrette and Draggle are your companions in this journey
to meet all of the latest arrivals from seasons three and
four. And if you haven't yet come across the original
Hatchimals, then don't worry, because they're all in here
too! Whether you want to find out about your favourite
Hatchimal's rarity, nest type, flight ability or just their cute
personality, this is the book for you! Also includes
exclusive collector cards.
Have you ever wondered what life's really like beyond
our borders? Whether for work, love, adventure, or even
to escape, millions of Brits packed their bags, grabbed
their passports, and found out for themselves. Goodbye
Britain is a collection of their real-life stories in their own
words. Discover fascinating insights from British people
living across the world; from chasing their dreams,
following their hearts, dealing with their disappointments,
and even the few who returned to where it all began.
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Shopkins(TM) are the hottest new collectible toy! Each
fun figurine looks like a miniature grocery store product.
There are cute fruits, tasty treats, adorable beauty
products, and more. With hundres of characters to
collect, there's never a reason not to shop! This freshly
updated collector's guide includes all the essential fun
facts and tidbits about the latest Shopkins(TM)
characters, including Series 3 and 4!
This complete guide to the Hatchimals Colleggtibles
features every single little Hatchimal out there . . . even
characters from Season 2! Fans of the collectible toys
can find out more about each of the Hatchimals, learn
about their magical world, and keep track of their
collection with the comprehensive collector's list.
Where do these creatures hide to stay safe and sound?
Can you count them all? ?Your purchase of this book
supports Library For All in its mission to make knowledge
available to all, equally.
The much-anticipated Dr. Thirteenth is here! A fabulous
mashup of the fantastical storytelling of Doctor Who and
the whimsical humor of Roger Hargreaves, the book will
to appeal to fans of both iconic brands! An all new Doctor
Who adventure featuring the Thirteenth - and first
female! - Doctor reimagined in the style of Roger
Hargreaves. The Doctor, Graham, and Ryan try and
come up with a fabulous surprise for Yaz on her birthday.
And what an explosive surprise it is . . .
Set in a travelling circus touring the backblocks of
America during the Great Depression of the early 1930s
this is a story of love and hate, trains and circuses,
dwarves and fat ladies, horses and elephants - or to be
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more specific, one elephant, Rosie, star of Benzini Bros
Most Spectacular Show on Earth . . . Now a major
motion picture.
A witty and warm-hearted novel about a trans teen finding his
place in the world perfect for fans of Red, White and Royal
Blue There’s only one thing standing between Finch Kelly
and a full-blown case of high school senioritis: the National
Speech & Debate Tournament. Taking home the gold would
not only be the pinnacle of Finch’s debating career, but the
perfect way to launch himself into his next chapter: college in
Washington, DC, and a history-making career as the first
trans congressman. What could possibly go wrong? Well, for
starters, Finch could develop a teeny tiny crush on his very
attractive, very taken, and very gay debate partner, Jonah.
Never mind that Finch has never considered whether he’s
interested in more than just girls. And that dream of college in
DC? Finch hasn’t exactly been accepted anywhere yet, let
alone received the full-ride scholarship he'll need to make this
dream a reality. Worst of all, though, is this year's topic for
Nationals: transgender rights. If he wants to cinch the gold,
and get into college, Finch might have to argue against his
own humanity. People say there are two sides to every
argument. But, as Finch is about to discover, some
things—like who you are and who you love—are not up for
debate.
Create cute masterpieces to display with the eight scented
markers provided in this adorable kit! Doodle, color, and
design adorable purrmaids, llmacorns, and more with the
eight scented markers contained in this kit! Pages and pages
are waiting for your creative touch, so this kit makes a
wonderful gift for artists of all kinds. With tear-out pages so
you can display your masterpieces when you’re finished, this
kit is totally paw-some!
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Crack into this magical chapter-book series based on
Hatchimals, the best-selling toy! When Ava and her younger
brother, Oliver, find a pair of giant, brightly speckled eggs in
their garden, they immediately try to solve the mystery of
what's inside. Soon after, two adorable creatures called
Hatchimals hatch from the eggs! One is a Draggle, and the
other is a Penguala. But there's trouble in Hatchtopia, the
Hatchimals' world, and it's up to Ava, Oliver, and their
Hatchimals to journey to this magical land and save the day!
This book also contains exclusive collector cards featuring
four fun CollEGGtibles!
More fun with all your favorite adorable ShopkinsT friends!
There are cute fruits, tasty treats, adorable beauty products,
and more. With hundreds of characters to collect, there's
never a reason not to shop! The third edition of this essential
collector's guide includes all the fun facts and tidbits about the
latest ShopkinsT characters, including Seasons 5, 6, and
beyond!
Introduces Gene, HI-5, Jailbreak, and the other emojis who
live in Textopolis, and describes how to use emojis and how
an emoji can avoid ending up in the trash.
An introduction to the history and principles of ship building
explores the remarkable feats of engineering that went into
the Titanic's construction and the engineering flaws that led to
the disaster, and is accompanied by an historically accurate
plastic model. Original.
Readers can use a flashlight to see the pictures cast
shadows on the wall as they read about a girl who sneaks
outside to see what creatures come out at night.
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